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TeacherEase
TeacherEase is a software platform that helps organizations implement standards-based learning (SBL). 
For many educators, using standards in the classroom is a big change. They often need help and guidance 
to make the transition to new teaching practices. TeacherEase supports this process by providing world-
class tools.

Subscription includes traditional and SBL Gradebook, Learning Targets, Rubrics, Curriculum Mapping 
and Lesson Plans/LMS, import tools, and communication tools.

Committee Collaboration
The first step in standards-based learning is forming committees. Build a guaranteed and viable 
curriculum (learning targets, rubrics, assessments, and instructional content). Use software designed for 
team collaboration and SBL. Committees work together and share the load. Search and share content 
with other TeacherEase users. Educators develop new skills in the process.

Learning Targets
Unpack state standards or CCSS/NGSS into teachable concepts. "I can ..." statements communicate goals 
in student-friendly language. Teachers think deeply about student learning. Students can better engage 
when they understand goals. Browse other TeacherEase users' learning targets. Committees can work 
together writing learning targets. Build a foundation for standards-based learning.

Rubrics
Further break down learning targets into rubrics. Define pathways for students to reach goals. Feedback 
is improved with shared targets and vocabulary. Students can self-assess their current mastery against 
rubrics. Teachers give students rubric-based feedback

Standards-based Online Gradebook and Portal
Measure learning every day by aligning all student work to learning targets. Easily capture grading data to 
analyze and inform instruction. Form dynamic groups to individualize instruction. Calculate standards 
grades using a wide variety of algorithms (Power Law, decaying weights, etc.). Summarize many targets 
into an overall grade for transcripts, eligibility, etc. Tight integration allows data to flow from the 
assessment tool to report cards. Online parent portal gives access to full mastery data.

Learning Management System
Store and distribute standards-aligned curricula. Build a digital repository of resources to support 
teachers. Create items with varying depth of knowlege (DOK) and learning modes. Deliver instruction 
online or on paper. Individualize instruction for students.

SBL Data Analytics and Report Cards
Generate results quickly and impact instruction. Make instruction responsive to student learning. Create 
a culture of thoughtful decision-making based upon data. Communicate mastery based learning progress 
to parents. Standards/learning targets automatically show on report cards.
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